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Learning taxonomy in context of 
programming

For example: rewrite a method to reduce redundancy 
of repeated code within the program in order to 
simplify the structure, which makes the whole 
program easier to follow and maintain.

The ability to rewrite a program using 
creative thinking (other possible/different 
solutions) in order to improve it. 

Synthesis
(create)

For example:  analyse the positive/negative features, 
judge which of two methods is the most 
effective solution.

The ability to judge the quality of a program, 
determine how well the program works 
(i.e. efficiency/stability/consistency). 

Evaluation
(evaluate)

For example:  identify the causes/faults of the 
program, identifying appropriate utilities.

The ability to identify the parts of the program 
and analyse their relationship, compare 
programming utilities. 

Analysis
(analyse)

For example: write a program to print out a thousand 
statements with the for/do/while repetition.

The ability to write code fragments, solve 
programming problems by applying 
simple techniques, methods, and 
programming concepts.

Application
(apply)

For example: understand what the program does; 
understand different data types and conditional 
statement; understand the concepts of array, 
methods/functions, error handling techniques.

The ability to grasp the meaning of the basic 
concepts of programming and to interpret 
a program.

Comprehensio
n

(understand)

For example: for/do/while repetition, if/else 
selection, case/switch multiple-selection, and the 
structure of each programming language.

The ability to remember programming syntax 
and structure. 

Knowledge
(remember)



  

What is peer assessment?

   Peer assessment is the process which 
involves students making judgement and 
providing feedback on other students’ 
work.



  

Benefits

 Students have opportunities to compare 
and discuss about what constituted a 
good or poor piece of work

 When marking, students realise mistakes 
that they had made in their own answers

 Encourage the students to reflect when 
providing feedback



  

Research Questions

• Does peer assessment enhance higher cognitive skills in a 
programming course? 

• Can peer assessment be an accurate assessment method in a 
programming course? 

P S
Higher cognitive skills?

Peer
assessment

Students

P T
Accuracy of assessment method?

Peers' marks Tutors' marks



  

Experiments
 The peer assessment investigation was 

performed on 213 first year undergraduate 
students 
 enrolled on a first year UNIX programming module. 

 During the process the students marked and 
provided feedback on 3 consecutive 
assignments, and 
 each assignment was marked by an anonymized 

group of 3 students, 
 using a web-based peer assessment system and an 

anonymous communication tool. 



  

Experiments

 These assignments were also 
independently double-marked by two 
module tutors, 
 in order to provide an expert reference 

against which the marks awarded through the 
peer assessment process can be compared. 



  

Part I
Do assignment 

Part III
Mark quality of marking

+

Discuss with anonymous markers and 
anonymous script author

Part II
Mark quality of program

+

Discuss with anonymous group and 
anonymous script authors

See results (marks + feedback)

Submit via BOSS system

(Run ten automatic tests)

Mark + 

Give feedback

Process
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Mark scheme



  

Web-based peer assessment system



  

Step I: Mark assignment

Step II: Mark quality of marking

Step III: See mark



  

Step I: Mark assignment



  

Anonymous communication device



  

Marking Criteria



  

Step I: Mark assignment

Step II: Mark quality of marking

Step III: See mark



  

Step II: Mark quality of marking



  

Step I: Mark assignment

Step II: Mark quality of marking

Step III: See mark



  

Step III: See mark



  

Monitor marking



  

Monitor Anonymous 
Communication



  

Results
PEERS vs. TUTOR MARKING

Comparison of 
total marks

Comparison of 
individual marks based 

on marking  criteria

Comparison of 
comments quality

MARKING WITHIN A GROUP (PEERS)

Consistency of group marking Comments quality from students 
with a wide range of abilities

STUDENTS’ RESPONSE ON ACCURACY OF PEER ASSESSMENT

Useful comments Satisfaction with marks Comfortable in 
assigning marks



  

Results
 Peer and tutor marking are compared, 

 using from an analysis of the total marks, the details 
of each mark awarded, and comments made 
according to the marking criteria. 

 Marks within individual groups are also analysed 
to find out the consistency of group marking, and 
 the marks from students with different abilities are 

compared. 
 In addition to the analysis of both peers’ and 

tutors’ marking, questionnaires and interviews 
were used 
 to ascertain how satisfied students were with their 

marks, together with their opinions regarding the 
marking and the feedback they received. 



  

Descriptive statistics of tutors’ and 
peers’ marks in 3 assignments 

5.9277.908639.546.50
Tutor marks

8.8385.9510052.0048.00Peer marksAssignment3:

10.1677.77889.0079.00
Tutor marks

12.4684.279918.0081.00Peer marksAssignment2:

10.8060.977423.5050.50
Tutor marks

16.7977.869917.0082.00Peer marksAssignment1:

SDMeanMaximumMinimumRange



  

Descriptive statistics of tutors’ and 
peers’ marks in 3 assignments

 In this experiment the average of the peers’ 
marks is higher than the average of the tutors’ 
marks 
 17%, 7%, and 8% in assignment 1, 2 and 3 

respectively. 
 The difference between the average marks 

decreased from assignment 1 to 3 
 because students had experience in marking from the 

first assignment. 
 They knew exactly what the markers were 

looking for and they learned more about how to 
mark properly 



  

Relationship between marks 
given by the tutors and by peers 
 The Pearson correlation coefficients in the 

3 assignments are positive and substantial 
(r > .60 and Sig. (2-tailed) = .000). 

 There was the strongest positive 
relationship between the peers’ and the 
tutors’ marks 

 When the marks given by tutors are high; 
the corresponding marks given by peers 
are also high. 



  

Objective and subjective question 
type in marking criteria 

√10. Easy to follow what the program does

√9. Good program structure

√8. Appropriate utilities have been selected

√7. The program finishes with an appropriate exit status

√6. Appropriate code handles errors

√5. The program meets the specification

√4. Appropriate variable/ function names

√3. Appropriate indented code

√2. Helpfulness of comments

√1. The number of comments
Subj.Obj.

Question typeMarking Criteria



  

Objective and subjective question 
type in marking criteria

 These results are supported by the following 
comment on marking criteria from a tutor 
 who found that the subjective questions are difficult to 

mark consistently compared to the objective 
questions. 

“The marking criteria I found the most difficult were those which 
were subjective such as 'helpfulness of comments’, and ‘easy to 
follow what the program does’. It is not possible to mark such a 
large number of scripts all in one go, so maintaining consistency 
in the subjective criteria across all scripts can be challenging. 
Marking criteria such as 'the program finished with an appropriate 
exit status’, ' the program meets the specification’, and 'appropriate 
utilities have been selected’ are much more objective and 
therefore easier to mark in general, and also to mark 
consistently.”



  

Conclusions
 The qualitative and quantitative analyses above 

suggest that 
 peer assessment is an accurate assessment method 

for a programming course. 
 Most students were actively involved in the 

learning process, 
 were satisfied with marks given by their peers, and 

accepted that the comments from peers were useful. 
 The marking in this peer assessment process 

was possible 
 because the system provided automatic test results, 

marking guidance and an anonymous communication 
tool. 



  

Conclusions
 Students became familiar with the assessment 

process, and what is required to be achieved, 
 and as they practiced their marking, their confidence 

increased. 

 These results suggest that the web-based peer 
assessment system can be used to promote 
deep learning, 
 and to develop students’ professional skills by 

requiring them to make evaluative judgements and 
provide specific feedback on other students' work 
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Questions?


